Gray Hausdorff distance measure for medical image comparison in dermatology: Evaluation of treatment effectiveness by image similarity.
In clinical dermatology, the stabilization of the overall skin condition can be in many cases the earliest qualitative measure of the effectiveness of the therapeutic intervention. Subjective image comparisons, that offer empirical 'qualitative' judgments of degrees of image similarities, are traditionally employed by the involved physicians. To quantify, by means of an image similarity metric, the degree of stabilization of an expanding skin disease, and to identify the situation of 'no further change' of the skin condition of the patient, providing thus the physician with an early, objective measure of the efficacy of the used therapy. For treatment assessment, a variant of gray Hausdorff distance metric was employed to compare images of lesional skin segments of a patient, taken at different time points during a therapeutic course. Prior to image comparison, an effective preprocessing scheme was adapted to constrain wide pose and light variations. The proposed similarity algorithm was tested on raw clinical image data sets of patients diagnosed with toxic epidermal necrolysis, a life-threatening condition with rapid evolution. Fine tuning of algorithm's parameters was optimized using Precision-Recall curves. Proposed image comparison method resulted in a high-degree of image similarity (about 96%) between pictures taken at second and fifth day of hospitalization. Current similarity results substantiate a significant agreement between the computer-treatment assessment, by means of image comparison, and the corresponding clinical experts' review of skin condition. Objective evidence of 'no further change' situation may provide (a) intuitive clinical decision support to dermatologists in assessing aggressive skin conditions, where the timely evaluation of treatment response is of vital importance and (b) a versatile end-point measure for corresponding therapeutic clinical trials.